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During the afternoon Father, Mary, Catherine and Vincent decided to have a tea break in 
Father's chamber. They were sitting around the table, filling their cups from the tea pot, 
and using the time to discuss news and needs.

“So, the time has come again.”  Father shook his head. “Time passes faster every year.”

“Do you need some help, Mary?” Vincent asked.

“Yes, I think so,” Mary answered. “Like everything used only on occasion, there will be 
some damage. Having recently taken a brief look, if I remember correctly, the bearings of 
the treadles and the shafts of the warp roller are rough, and the breast beam has a 
groove.”

“I'll tell Cullen and Mouse, so we will have fixed it in time,” Vincent answered.

Father nodded in agreement.
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“And what about the wheels?” Father asked.

“I think a check would be useful, as well,” Mary replied.

Catherine had listened and kept silent, but she was looking more and more bewildered.

“What are you talking about?” she asked confused.

“Oh sorry, dear,” Mary commented. “You couldn't know. Each year after Hallowe'en, we'll 
be using the winter period to do some spinning and weaving.” 

“It's a mixture of recycling, or reproduction, and newly-made articles. It's like in ancient 
times, where the large families did such things together,” Father responded proudly.

“Our community has developed some resource-saving techniques for recycling textiles. It 
helps us to be autonomous. Independence, as far as possible, is an important goal for us,”
Vincent explained.

“Of course, I see....,” Catherine answered pensively, quite impressed.
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“Catherine, would you like to join me, so we can take a first look at our pieces of 
equipment?” Mary suggested. “Vincent, if you are able to arrange the check and re-
assembly, together with Cullen and Mouse, I would appreciate that,” Mary continued and 
looked at Vincent, who nodded in agreement.

Mary and Catherine walked through the tunnels until they reached a cavern and entered it.
As the room was illuminated, Catherine looked around.

“It's impressive, very homelike,” Catherine observed.

“We furnished the room with many tapestries and there is fireplace. So, yes, the room, is a
special one. Would you like to join us, when all is ready? What do you think?” Mary asked.

“Uh, Mary, thank you so much. I'm honoured, but I don't think that I would be of great 
assistance to you,” Catherine responded. “I have never done this kind of handicraft. I'm 
afraid I'd be all thumbs.” She looked down to her hands.

“Don't worry, dear.” Mary put her arms around Catherine. It is a getting together ... more 
than just work. We have a women's network. We would be very happy, if you would 
become a member of our society.”

Yes, I'd  like to do so,” Catherine answered with a big smile. “But tell me more about the 
network.”

“Come let's take a seat,” Mary invited Catherine. “Networks like this have been known 
since ancient times.”



“Really?” Catherine answered in amazement.

“Yes. I'll give you an example. You know, that there are special guardians and deities for 
each sphere of life,” Mary started to explain.

Catherine nodded.

“I will give you an example from ancient Slavic. One of these tutelary goddesses is 
Mokosh. She is the protector of pregnant woman, midwives and sheep. In addition, she is 
considered the patroness (or goddess) of spinning and weaving. 

In the old days, women began at Samhain to pursue these activities – in women's circles, 
where ideas were also woven and networks among women were built and reinforced. A 
tradition that keeps it in women's circles still exists, or can be revitalized. So figuratively 
speaking,  Mokosh guided woman to weave the thread of their lives,” Mary explained.

Both felt silent for a moment. Catherine was deeply impressed.

“To weave the thread of life,” Catherine was murmuring and looked up. “Thank you so 
much Mary. I'd really like to join the group. But tell me, what is Father's attitude about a 
women's network? I mean, he's the patriarch of the tunnel family......,” Catherine let the 
sentence hang.

“Don't worry, he's keeping an open mind about these ideas. Think about what he went 
through with Margaret. For him, it's very important that every woman is able to think for 
herself,” Mary confirmed.

“You've provided ample food for thought. Thank you for this,” Catherine remarked.

“Let's go back to the others, Mary suggested.

Catherine nodded and they walked back.

* * *

Some weeks later, Catherine started to clear up her working desk.

“Uh, Radcliffe, I like to talk about....,” Joe started, but paused. “Going somewhere?”

“Yes, Joe, I'll call it a day.” Catherine reached for her jacket and turned to leave. “I have a 
girls' night out.”

“I see,” Joe stumbled. “Enjoy!”

“Yes, I'm going to enjoy the Mokosh's network's spinning and weaving of the thread of my 
life,” she said to herself with a smile.
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